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Introduction
The following comments are made on behalf of Solar Alliance and Vote Solar. Solar Alliance is
a state focused alliance of manufacturers, integrators and installers that are dedicated to
accelerating the promise of solar energy in the United States. Solar Alliance’s members include
Applied Materials Corporation, BP Solar, Conergy, Dow Corning, Energy Innovations,
Evergreen Solar, First Solar, Kyocera Solar, MMA Renewable Ventures, PPM, Sanyo Energy,
Schott Solar, Sharp Solar, SolarWorld, Sun Edison, SunPower, Suntech, and Uni-Solar.
The Vote Solar Initiative (“Vote Solar”) is a nonprofit organization with members throughout
Florida and the U.S that aims to address global warming and energy independence by bringing
solar energy into the mainstream.
The following comments reflect our joint response to the questions and issues raised at the
December 6th undocketed Staff Workshop on Renewable Portfolio Standards. We appreciate the
opportunity to provide input on the RPS and more specifically, the role solar can play under an
RPS in Florida.
These comments are intended to build upon earlier comments files following the August 23 staff
workshop, and additional comments filed following the September 27 workshop.
What, if any, policies are needed to encourage specific types of renewables?
A. General
Solar photovoltaic (PV) is a zero-emission technology that is well-suited to in-state energy
production, and should be specifically targeted within a broader RPS. Solar PV is a
modular technology, well-suited for a wide spectrum of applications, from relatively smallscale residential PV rooftop systems(1-10kW) to on-site customer-owned commercial
building roof-top or ground-mounted applications (10kW to 2MW) to large-scale solar PV
“power plant” projects (over 2MW).
The following “Four Pillars” (see Appendix) are the key policies required to encourage
investment and increased usage of solar PV for distributed generation applications in
Florida:
1. Economic incentives
2. Net Metering
3. Interconnection
4. Rate Design
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We commend the Commission and staff for adopting net metering and interconnection rules
on December 18th, 2007 that are designed to remove barriers and encourage clean, local
self-generation.
B. Issues under a multiplier approach:
We would discourage the use of a multiplier approach for several reasons:


Experience in other states demonstrates that multipliers, while theoretically
functional, are near impossible to implement correctly in practice. Multipliers
are generally set too low, whereby no solar projects get developed, or too
high, resulting in an over-subsidization of the technology. To properly
implement the multiplier approach in a way that stimulates a market for solar
would effectively require the program administrator to take on responsibility
for price-setting in a fast-changing and dynamic marketplace.



Multipliers effectively reduce the total amount of renewable energy required
to meet the RPS

C. Issues under a tiered goal (set asides) approach:
A key concern for the PSC to consider in developing policies for a solar energy set-aside
will be policy risk. If investors (both suppliers and customers) perceive that there is a
significant long term policy risk, there will be significantly less investment in Florida
solar energy projects and businesses than if there is greater long term certainty. Being
able to predict market size is key to opening a market and having new market entrants
develop a business plan.
We recommend that a tier or set-aside include the following provisions:


A long-term target for zero emissions distributed generation and binding year-byyear targets (Tier 1). For example, our proposal has been to start solar PV
requirements at a modest 0.003% and escalate slowly to 2% of total electricity
from solar PV. This would provide market transparency and lead to sustained
growth of the solar market. Our analysis of resource availability and the cost of
solar (estimated and actual costs) indicates that this goal could be achieved at
minimal impact to ratepayers, while creating a robust solar market in the state.



Renewable energy credits for solar projects (SRECs) under the set-aside (or Tier
1) should not be tied to the price or ACP of renewable energy credits for non-set
aside (Tier II) portions of the RPS.



The ACP for Tier 1 resources should be set at a level that is sufficiently higher
than the likely SREC price that would be sufficient to finance solar projects, in
order to encourage participation in the market.

These elements create a program that is responsive to market conditions. As noted during
the workshop, the cost of solar is influenced by factors such as the federal tax credit, price
of modules, etc. When the market price to install solar goes up or down, the SREC
structure automatically reflects these fluctuations in an open, fair, and competitive
marketplace.
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What policies are needed to encourage compliance?


As noted in earlier comments, we believe that firm targets, backed by ACP penalties for
non-compliance, are required to achieve RPS goals. Such firm targets and penalties are
critical to provide renewable energy investors with confidence in the RPS market.
Guidelines per se have proven ineffective in many cases and would not provide necessary
certainty to renewable energy customers and project investors.



ACP should be set at a level that is higher than the estimated price of a Solar REC, and
should preferably be set over several years, with declining ACP value over time (to
reflect projected decline in cost of solar REC’s over time).



We would recommend that ACP costs be recovered only insofar as utilities have
demonstrated good faith effort in soliciting solar REC’s at prices below the ACP.



If the RPS includes a firm ACP mechanism, we expect that the resulting solar REC prices
will provide sufficient economic incentives for a significant portion of the market,
comprised of medium to large commercial PV systems. However, we expect that
additional funding will be required for incentives for smaller PV projects, such as those
typically installed on residential homes or small business rooftops. We recommend that
the RPS program include a mechanism for targeted incentives for these segments, and we
would be happy to provide data from other states to demonstrate that such incentive
funding for the small systems segments will be more than offset over time by growth of
small business jobs in the state.



See comments filed on October 18 for further detail on RPS compliance
recommendations.

How should compliance be tracked and verified?
We have previously filed comments October 18 covering several RPS compliance
recommendations. As an additional reference, we have included in the Appendix an excerpt
of Frequently Asked Questions for the New Jersey RPS Program, which is currently the
largest U.S. market for tradeable solar REC’s.
REC tracking and verification issues:
1. How are eligible facilities certified and audited?
We recommend an approach similar to that currently used in New Jersey, where SREC
generators are required to register for participation on a public electronic trading
bulletin board, and where SREC generators are also required to file an attestation form
regarding the ownership and disposition of the solar REC’s.
2. Who administers the REC system?
We would recommend a third-party registry service be used for the purpose of
registering and ensuring eligibility of REC’s, and for tracking REC ownership and REC
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trades. One example of a firm that provides this service is Clean Power Markets, which
established a low cost, web-based system for the NJ program, and administers REC
verification and compliance programs for several other states including PA and CT.
We would then recommend that the PSC review a report from this registry service
periodically (at least annually) to monitor compliance with RPS requirements.
3. How is double-counting prevented?
This problem can be avoided through the use of a third-party registry service (with
periodic review by PSC), combined with attestation requirements from SREC generators.
4. Should line losses be considered?
If there is a specific tier for distributed generation, we recommend that RECs be limited
to systems that are connected and serving the grid at the distribution level.
For central station renewable facilities, uut of state REC’s should be eligible for RPS
compliance, though we would recommend provisions similar to the PJM RPS statutes that
require energy to be delivered to the regional pool, and the value of the REC reflects what
was delivered to the power pool, rather than what was generated at the renewable facility.
5. Self-service generation issues:
a. Is metering required? What about smaller systems?
For smaller systems, engineering estimates combined with statistical evaluation can be
used (e.g. New Jersey uses this method), while metering is often required for larger
systems, where the additional cost to the project is negligible. For solar PV, inverters
today typically have integrated metering function.
b. Should total energy generated be counted, or excess to grid?
For solar PV systems, total energy generated should be counted, as renewable attributes
are, and should be, associated with all energy produced. We do recommend that the
Commission establish explicit policies regarding who retains REC ownership.
Compliance Verification and Tracking
A. Energy efficiency issues:
1. Should EE count towards goals?
We recommend that energy efficiency be treated separately from the RPS. We believe
that both a strong RPS and strong energy efficiency programs will be required to meet
the Governor’s climate change targets.
2. Should existing programs be included?
We recommend that solar systems that receive rebates under the Solar Energy Systems
Incentive Program (SESIP) also be eligible to sell solar REC’s under the Florida RPS
program.
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B. What is the role of the PSC in ensuring compliance? Possible roles:
1. Implementing policy regulations

Recommend PSC manage directly

2. Certifying eligible generators

Recommend third-party administrator

3. Managing a REC system

Recommend third-party administrator

4. Verifying utility compliance

Recommend PSC manage directly

5. Administering financial incentives/penalties

Recommend PSC manage directly

6. Ratemaking – cost-recovery

Recommend PSC manage directly



See recommendations above
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